INDEX OF PLANS

Construction limits must always be shown on the title sheet. On projects that identify the post miles as "Var" in the project identification block, the construction limits must be identified with each location (as this example shows). If a Locations of Construction table is needed to identify all the locations, the post miles for the construction limits (to the nearest hundredth) must be included.

STATE OF CALIFORNIA
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION

PROJECT PLANS FOR CONSTRUCTION ON
STATE HIGHWAY

IN LAKE AND MENDOCINO COUNTIES
AT VARIOUS LOCATIONS

TO BE SUPPLEMENTED BY STANDARD PLANS DATED MAY 2006

LOCATION 1 (Men/Lak Rte 175)
PM 0.0/9.8
Begin Work
PM 9.8
End Work
PM 11.8
LOCATION 2 (Lak Rte 29)
Begin Work
PM 4.7
LOCATION 3 (Lak Rte 175)
PM 8.3/28.0
LOCATION 4 (Lak Rte 29)
PM 0.0/11.9

CONSTRUCTION AT MULTIPLE LOCATIONS INCLUDING A "T" INTERSECTION

THE CONTRACTOR SHALL POSSESS THE CLASS (OR CLASSES)
OF LICENSE AS SPECIFIED IN THE "NOTICE TO BIDDERS."

NO SCALE

RELATIVE BORDERS SCALE
1 2 3

THIS TITLE SHEET EXAMPLE IS FROM THE SAME PROJECT AS CONSTRUCTION AREA SIGN SHEET EXAMPLES "B-1" THROUGH "B-4.

THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA OR ITS OFFICERS OR AGENTS SHALL NOT BE RESPONSIBLE FOR THE ACCURACY OR COMPLETENESS OF SCANNED COPIES OF THIS PLAN SHEET.

CONTRACT No. 00-000004
PROJECT ID 00000000000
PROPOSTAL NUMBER & PHASE 00000000001

TITLE SHEET, EXAMPLE "P" RELEASED 3/16/2012
SUPERSEDES EXAMPLE RELEASED 7/7/11

TITLE SHEET, EXAMPLE P

RELEASED 7/7/11

SUPERSEDES EXAMPLE

THE CONTRACTOR SHALL POSSESS THE CLASS (OR CLASSES)
OF LICENSE AS SPECIFIED IN THE "NOTICE TO BIDDERS."

RELATIVE BORDERS SCALE
1 2 3

PROJECT ENGINEER DATE
REGISTERED CIVIL ENGINEER
PLANS APPROVAL DATE

CALTRANS WEB SITE IS: HTTP://WWW.DOT.CA.GOV/